COW CREEK CLAY TARGET CLUB

IS A NON-PROFIT 501 (C) (3) ORGANIZATION. OUR MISSION IS TO FOSTER THE DEVELOPMENT OF ALL SHOOTING SPORTS BY PROVIDING OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOUTH TO RECEIVE SHOOTING INSTRUCTION; BY PROVIDING A SAFE VENUE FOR SHOOTING; BY PROMOTING ORGANIZED SHOOTING COMPETITIONS; BY PROMOTING FELLOWSHIP AND GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP, AND BY PROVIDING OPPORTUNITIES FOR FAMILY ACTIVITIES, WHILE KEEPING FIREARM SAFETY PARAMOUNT IN THE PURSUIT OF ALL OF THESE DISCIPLINES: TRAP, SKEET AND SPORTING CLAYS.

100 ROUND SPORTING CLAYS EVENT
Copperhead Creek Shooting Range
7030 E FM 1431, MARBLE FALLS TX 78654

For Mail Donations, please send to:
CCCTC—PO Box 184—Bertram TX 78605

COW CREEK SHOOT FOR THE FUTURE

A SPORTING CLAYS “OPEN” SHOOT FOR EVERYONE

JUNE 24, 2017

WE PERSONALLY INVITE YOU TO PARTICIPATE IN OUR 2ND ANNUAL SPORTING CLAYS FUNDRAISER

THERE WILL BE:

- DRAWINGS
- SIDE GAMES
- BBQ LUNCH
- GOODIE BAGS
- SCHOLARSHIP DRAWING FOR GRADUATING SENIOR

All proceeds benefit Cow Creek Clay Target Youth for Range Fees, Competition Fees, Ammo, Supplies and Scholarships.
EVENT DAY

Registration
8:00 am – 8:30 am
Get your goodie bag!!

RANGE SAFETY MTG
8:45 am – Everyone must attend!

OPEN SHOOT BEGINS
9:00 am on the course
13 - Stations—European

LUNCH
Lunch will be served @ 12pm
Enjoy a side game

Awards, Drawings & More
1:00 pm ALL SCORE CARDS MUST BE TURNED IN!!

FINISH ENTERING IN THE DRAWINGS AND GAMES

2:00 pm AWARDS

Hoa – individual
Hoa – team 1st, 2nd & 3rd
Hoa – ladies award
Hoa – youth award
Dla – Dead Last Award

2:30 pm DRAWING

3:00 pm SCHOLARSHIPS

THANK YOU FOR MAKING THIS A SUCCESSFUL EVENT!!

PARTICIPATION

INDIVIDUAL = $80
LUNCH AND GOODIE BAG WILL BE PROVIDED FOR EACH PARTICIPANT.
PLEASE BRING AMMO FOR 100 ROUNDS OF SPORTING CLAYS
REGISTER AT WWW.ICLAYS.COM
CLICK ON TOURNAMENT SEARCH “COW CREEK SHOOT FOR THE FUTURE”
SEARCH FOR LAST NAME OR CREATE NEW SHOOTER

TEAM = $300
ONE 4 PERSON TEAM
LUNCH AND GOODIE BAGS WILL BE PROVIDED FOR EACH PARTICIPANT.
PLEASE BRING AMMO FOR 100 ROUNDS OF SPORTING CLAYS
REGISTER AT WWW.ICLAYS.COM
CLICK ON TOURNAMENT SEARCH “COW CREEK SHOOT FOR THE FUTURE”
SEARCH FOR LAST NAME OR CREATE NEW SHOOTER

DRAWING 4 GRADUATING SR
ANY GRADUATING SENIOR WILL HAVE THEIR NAMES IN A DRAWING. YOU MUST PARTICIPATE IN THE SPORTING CLAYS EVENT AND BE PRESENT FOR THE DRAWING.
{COW CREEK CLUB SENIORS ARE NOT ELIGIBLE}

SPONSORSHIP

TITLE SPONSOR = $2,500
- Personalized Sign Recognition at Event
- Personalized recognition on banner
- Personalized recognition for your sponsorship.
- One exclusive firearm for title sponsor
-One 4 Person Team
- UTV for the shooting course
- Lunch and goodie bags for each participant

STATION SPONSOR = $1,200
- Personalized Sign Recognition at Station
- Personalized recognition on banner
- Personalized recognition for your sponsorship
-One exclusive firearm for sponsor
-One 4 Person Team
-Lunch and goodie bags for each participant

GUN SPONSOR = $500
- Personalized Sign Recognition for donation
- Personalized recognition on banner

TRAIL SPONSOR = $250
- Personalized Sign Recognition on the course (between stations)
- Personalized recognition on banner

EVENT NEWS

DRAWING TICKETS
Tickets can be purchased at the tent for all drawings for firearms, hunts, gift certificates, Browning knives, ammo, outdoor equipment, range finders, etc.

1 ticket—$10
6 tickets—$50

All drawing winners will be announced after the shoot so please keep your ticket stubs.

SCORE CARDS
Every participant will need to take their own score and turn in under the tent by 1:00pm in order to be considered for an award.

AWARDS = BRAGGIN RIGHTS
High over all individuals & teams, lady and youth will be recognized for their shooting competitiveness. Also, we will award the lowest scorer of the event!! Good luck!!

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CONTACT:

KYLE MAYER @ 512-415-2422 OR KMAYER@KBARJ.COM
JEANETTE MAYER @ 512-423-1665 OR JMAYER410@GMAIL.COM

AMMO WILL BE SOLD @ EVENT